With density functional theory, we have examined oxygen adsorption at surface and subsurface sites of Ag{1 1 1}. The microscopic structure of Ag oxide epitaxed to Ag{1 1 1} has also been determined. In agreement with a recent scanning tunneling microscopy study, non-stoichiometric oxide growth is favoured over the previously assumed stoichiometric growth. An ab initio phase diagram for O on Ag{1 1 1} has been constructed from the adsorption free energy of the various O and Ag oxide phases. The key finding is that under real conditions for ethylene epoxidation the active catalyst is likely to be non-stoichiometric Ag oxide.
Silver is a uniquely efficient catalyst for the partial oxidation of ethylene to ethylene epoxide. A starting point in the understanding of the epoxidation mechanism is to determine the microscopic structure of the catalytically active O/Ag system. Despite receiving considerable attention, an atomic level understanding of the O covered Ag surface, especially at finite temperatures and pressures, remains elusive. Here we use density functional theory (DFT) to perform a thorough investigation of O as well as Ag oxide adsorption on Ag{1 1 1}. Through the application of thermodynamics to our ab initio calculations we attempt to bridge the Ôpressure and materialsÕ gaps and make predictions about the active phase of Ag under typical catalytic conditions for epoxidation.
Numerous ultra-high vacuum (UHV) studies of the O/Ag{1 1 1} adsorption system have been performed. Of direct relevance to the present study was the 1974 observation by Rovida et al. [1] that a (4 Â 4) LEED superstructure forms upon exposure of O to Ag{1 1 1}. The (4 Â 4) superstructure, which is stable in temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments to ca. 590 K, has now become a characteristic of O on Ag{1 1 1} [2] [3] [4] . The microscopic structure of this reconstruction is still, however, not clear. Originally the (4 Â 4) pattern was interpreted in terms of the growth of a {1 1 1} orientated trilayer of Ag 2 O epitaxed to the Ag{1 1 1} surface [1] . Based on a coverage deter- www.elsevier.com/locate/cplett mination of 0:41 AE 10% of a monolayer (ML), Campbell proposed that this trilayer consisted of a plane of Ag between two planes of oxygens [2] . Various modifications of this original model have been proposed [4, 5] . Notably, however, until the recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study of Carlisle et al. [6] , they all assumed a stoichiometric Ag 2 O overlayer. Under the STM the (4 Â 4) superstructure imaged as a honeycomb of bright bumps, which were assigned to metallic Ag atoms by comparison with theoretical STM images. An O-Ag-O oxide ring then in turn surrounds each metallic Ag ad-atom. The resulting structural model for the epitaxed Ag oxide was similar to that suggested by Campbell except that an Ag atom was missing in the center of every third O-Ag-O ring, reducing the stoichiometry to Ag 1:8 O. Upon heating for several minutes (10-45 min) at 490 K the Ag oxide decomposes into a second, novel phase of O [7] . This phase, with a much lower coverage (0:05 AE 0:02 ML), consists of isolated chemisorbed O atoms on unreconstructed Ag{1 1 1} terraces. The oxygen atoms imaged as depressions, 9 A A in diameter, and mainly because of their large size it was suggested that they might be subsurface O atoms.
This work is motivated by several important issues that remain unresolved. Firstly, the precise atomic structure and stoichiometry of the (4 Â 4) oxide reconstruction is not known. Secondly, it is not known if the recently identified low coverage phase of isolated O atoms consists of surface or subsurface O atoms. The third, and arguably the key issue, which we aim to resolve is what O phase is present under typical epoxidation conditions (10-20 atm, $550 K) [8] . To these ends we have performed DFT calculations for O and Ag oxide adsorption on Ag{1 1 1}. By calculating the Gibbs free energy of adsorption of the various chemisorbed O and oxide systems, a phase diagram for the O/Ag{1 1 1} system has been constructed from which the relative stability of the various O and oxide phases can be estimated.
Calculations were performed within the planewave pseudopotential formalism of DFT. Two codes; namely VASP [9] [10] [11] and CASTEP [12] were used. These codes utilise ultra-soft pseudopotentials and the Perdew Wang (PW91) generalised gradient approximation. Almost all systems have been examined with both codes and this study represents the first direct comparison of these two widely distributed codes. Both sets of results are provided and on the whole the comparison in terms of structure and energy is good. The supercell approach is used to describe the O/ Ag surfaces, with each repeat unit containing a slab of 4 Ag layers separated by a vacuum region of >14
A A. To model oxygen adsorption at different coverages p(2 Â 2) (0.25 ML), p(3 Â 3) (0.11 ML), p(4 Â 4) (0.06 ML), and p(5 Â 5) (0.04 ML) unit cells were considered. The (4 Â 4) silver oxide overlayers were modeled in p(4 Â 4) unit cells with an Ag oxide trilayer adsorbed on top of the four layer Ag slab. K-point sampling equivalent to at least 64 symmetric points in the Brillouin Zone of a (1 Â 1) cell were used throughout. During all structure optimisations the Ag atoms of the lower two layers were held fixed, and the remaining atoms fully optimised. Clearly some of the systems investigated in this study are large and have thus required considerable computational resources.
We consider first the low coverage (0:05 AE 0:02 ML) phase of O on Ag{1 1 1}. This phase consists of isolated O atoms believed to be adsorbed at subsurface octahedral (O h ) sites ( Fig. 1 ) [7] . To address this issue we have performed DFT calculations for O adsorption at the on-surface (fcc, hcp, bridge and atop) and subsurface (O h and tetrahedral (T d )) sites of Ag{1 1 1} at coverages of 0.06 and 0.25 ML. These calculations reveal that the most stable surface site is the fcc threefold hollow site and that the most stable subsurface site is the O h site. Additional calculations for O adsorption at the fcc and O h sites at 0.04 and 0.11 ML were subsequently performed and thus a wide coverage range, straddling the reported experimental value of 0.05 ML, was examined. The geometry of O at the fcc and O h sites is displayed in Fig. 1 and detailed structural parameters and adsorption energies at two selected coverages given in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 that the results from both codes, both in terms of structures and energies, are similar. Small differences exist but we believe that these mainly originate from the slightly different lattice constants used with each code. The theoretical lattice constant predicted by VASP is 4. 16 A A, which is similar to a DFT value of 4.20 A A calculated by Scheffler and co-workers [13] . CASTEP, however, predicts a value of 4.11
A A in better agreement with the experimental lattice constant (4.09 A A). Of particular interest it is apparent from Table 1 that both codes clearly indicate that in this low coverage regime the on-surface fcc site is energetically preferred, ca. 0.6 eV, to the subsurface O h site.
To fully resolve this issue STM simulations have been performed on our DFT optimised geometries for O adsorption at the fcc and O h sites. The STM simulations were performed with a GreenÕs function-based scattering code that allows an atom-by-atom description of surface and tip apex. This method has been successfully applied by Carlisle et al. [6] . The simulated images, displayed in Fig. 1 , support our assertion that the experimentally observed O atoms are indeed onsurface oxygens. Figs. 1c and d correspond to O adsorption at the fcc and O h sites, respectively. In Fig. 1c large depressions 8.3 A A in diameter are centered on the O atoms. This image qualitatively and semi-quantitatively resembles the observed STM depression of Carlisle et al. [7] . The STM simulation for O at the subsurface O h site, however, shows only a very small spatial modulation of the contrast with the absolute minima located over oxygen-free threefold sites. Indeed the corrugation in this simulation is negligible (0.02 A A); exactly one order of magnitude less than the depth of the on-surface oxygen depression. From the combination of total energy and STM image calculations, we conclude therefore that O adsorption at low coverages on Ag{1 1 1} occurs at on-surface fcc sites.
Moving to the investigation of Ag oxide adsorption on Ag{1 1 1}, we now report the first accurate geometry determination. Structure optimisations were performed for a trilayer of Ag 2 O epitaxed on Ag{1 1 1} as well as a Ag deficient trilayer, equivalent to an oxide overlayer with a stoichiometry of Ag 1:8 O. The optimised structures of each oxide overlayer are very similar and the only appreciable difference is the absence of a single chemisorbed Ag atom in the center of one of the Ag-O-Ag rings. The structure of the Ag deficient Ag 1:8 O overlayer is shown in Fig. 2 and a comprehensive list of structural parameters obtained from both CASTEP and VASP calculations is provided in Table 2 . Again it can be seen that agreement between the two codes is good and any small discrepancies may be attributed to the different Ag lattice constants used. The nearest Ag-O distances of the oxide film are close to those in the bulk oxide (2.04 A A). There is significant buckling within the trilayer of about 0.45 A A, as well as a 0.14 A A rumpling of the underlying Ag{1 1 1} substrate (Fig. 2) .
Having now determined with DFT numerous O atom adsorption phases as well as the two Ag oxide overlayers on Ag{1 1 1} we now examine their relative stability as a function of temperature and pressure. To do this we can equally compare their surface energies (c) [14, 15] or their GibbsÕ free energies of adsorption (DG). Here we opt for the latter because we are primarily interested in comparing the stability of structural overlayers that form upon the bare Ag surface rather than on comparing the energies for the overall formation of these surfaces. In fact when normalised by the same surface area c and DG are simply related by the surface energy of the clean Ag{1 1 1} surface. The GibbsÕ free energy of adsorption is 
Here G(O/Ag{1 1 1}) denotes the total Gibbs free energy of our O or oxide covered Ag surfaces. G (Ag{1 1 1}) is the total energy of the clean four layer Ag{1 1 1} slab. l O is the chemical potential of O and N O is the number of O atoms in the supercell. The final (N Ag l Ag ) term only comes into play for the Ag oxide systems, accounting for the additional Ag atoms present in the Ag oxide overlayers. For these two cases N Ag is the number of (excess) Ag atoms in the Ag oxide overlayers and l Ag is the chemical potential of these Ag atoms. DGðT ; P Þ is normalised to energy per unit area by dividing through the surface area A of our slab. To maintain a thermodynamic equilibrium we define the chemical potential of the excess Ag atoms in the oxide overlayers by that of the bulk crystal and is thus simply our DFT computed total energy of a bulk Ag atom. The chemical potential of O is referenced to oxygen molecules in the gaseous phase for which we use the ideal gas equation. It is well-known that the ideal gas equation suffers deficiencies at low temperatures and high pressures. Fortunately under the conditions we are primarily interested in (high temperatures and moderate pressures) it is a well-behaved approximation. With this approach we can now go beyond standard DFT calculations and investigate the temperature and pressure dependence of l O and thus the temperature and pressure influence on the stability of the various oxygen and oxide phases. However, in the present study we have neglected temperature and pressure effects on the Gibbs free energy of our solid slabs, i.e., the Gibbs free energy appearing in eq. (1) is approximated by the total energy at zero temperature. This is justified because the corresponding corrections are small [16, 17] compared to the temperature and pressure dependence of the vapour contribution (which we include explicitly).
Figs. 3a and b show the Gibbs energy of adsorption as a function of temperature at typical UHV (10 À12 atm) and industrial epoxidation pressures (15 atm) . The important conclusion we can immediately draw is that the silver deficient Examining next the effect of temperature on the relative stability of the various phases we see dramatic changes. At UHV pressure (Fig. 3a) , three distinct phases are stable. (1) At low temperatures up to 360 K, the Ag 1:8 O phase is the most stable; (2) over the very short range between 360 K and 370 K the 0.06 ML O ad-atom phase is stable; and (3) above 370 K the clean Ag{1 1 1} surface becomes thermodynamically stable. Moving to a typical pressure used under industrial epoxidation conditions, 15 atm (Fig. 3b) , the same three phases are predicted. The thermodynamic transitions are, however shifted to higher temperatures by ca. 240 K. Thus the oxide to 0.06 ML O ad-atom transition now occurs at 600 K. The complete temperature and pressure dependence of the O/Ag{1 1 1} system within the pressure range 1 Â 10 À15 to 100 atm and the temperature range 200 to 700 K is displayed in Fig. 3c . This is a twodimensional ab initio derived phase diagram that plots the most stable (equilibrium) phase at a particular (P,T) pair. Expanding on Figs. 3a and b it reveals that the only stable phases in the temperature and pressure regime investigated are the Ag 1:8 O oxide, the 0.06 ML O ad-atom and the clean Ag{1 1 1} surface. At no stage does the lower coverage (0.04 ML) phase or any of the higher coverage O ad-atom (0.11 and 0.25 ML) phases become stable. The key insight, which can be gleaned from this figure, is that in the range of pressures and temperature at which industrial ethylene epoxidation is conducted the Ag 1:8 O oxide phase is thermodynamically the most stable. Indeed Figs. 3a-c point to a crucial pressure and materials gap for Ag oxidation catalysis: On raising the pressure, at a temperature of 550 K, from UHV to industrial pressures the state of the Ag substrate is predicted to change from bare Ag{1 1 1} to Ag 1:8 O oxide.
Where comparison is possible, Fig. 3c is in satisfactory agreement with the recent experiments of Carlisle et al. [7] , in which oxide decomposition was probed with the STM. It was found that when the oxide overlayer was heated slowly at 490 K (10-45 min) in vacuo it began to decompose into the low coverage (0.05 ML) O ad-atom phase. Although we have not attempted to model the precise two-phase system encountered experimentally it is clear that our phase diagram predicts the same qualitative behaviour. Considering finally the oxide decomposition temperatures of 490 K upon slow heating [7] and ca. 590 K [2] with rapid heating, as conducted in a TPD experiment. The implication from our calculations is that, for these processes, kinetic barriers exist that inhibit oxide decomposition until suitably high surface temperatures are achieved.
In conclusion, stable phases of O on Ag{1 1 1} have been characterised with DFT. In addition ab initio thermodynamics reveals that there is a significant pressure gap on moving from surface science to industrial conditions and that the active catalyst for ethylene epoxidation under industrial conditions is likely to be the silver deficient Ag 1:8 O oxide overlayer.
